Comparing, classifying and modelling protein structural interactions can enrich our understanding of many biomolecular processes. This contribution describes Kbdock (http://kbdock.loria.fr/), a database system that combines the Pfam domain classification with coordinate data from the PDB to analyse and model 3D domain-domain interactions (DDIs). Kbdock can be queried using Pfam domain identifiers, protein sequences or 3D protein structures. For a given query domain or pair of domains, Kbdock retrieves and displays a non-redundant list of homologous DDIs or domain-peptide interactions in a common coordinate frame. Kbdock may also be used to search for and visualize interactions involving different, but structurally similar, Pfam families. Thus, structural DDI templates may be proposed even when there is little or no sequence similarity to the query domains.
INTRODUCTION
Many biological processes involve protein-protein interactions (PPIs). Thus, comparing and classifying PPIs can enrich our understanding of biology. To date, some 90 000 protein structures have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (1) . However, recent analyses have shown that only about half of the expected number of human PPIs have so far been detected experimentally (2) , and that only a small fraction of these have a 3D structure in the PDB (3) . Nonetheless, there is a growing appreciation that template-based approaches are becoming increasingly useful for proteome-scale modelling of PPI networks (4) . Furthermore, recent results from the CAPRI blind docking experiment and other studies have shown that using structural homology can significantly improve the quality of protein docking predictions (5, 6) .
There is, therefore, a need for user-friendly resources that can help to navigate networks of protein structure interactions and to propose templates for homology docking.
Here we present a major update to our Kbdock database system (7) . Briefly, Kbdock combines sequence alignments from Pfam (8) with coordinate data from the PDB to classify the spatial arrangements of domaindomain interactions (DDIs) by Pfam family. The main feature that distinguishes Kbdock from other structural PPI or DDI databases [e.g. SCOPPI (9) , SCOWLP (10), PiSite (11) , 3DID (12) , GWIDD (13) , IBIS (14) , ProtCID (15) , InterEvol (16) , PrePPI (17) and Interactome3D (18) ] is that it uses a spatial clustering algorithm to define domain family binding sites (DFBSs) . When all of the members of a Pfam domain family are superposed in a common coordinate frame, each DFBS describes the approximate spatial location of a cluster of binding sites without needing to enumerate individual domains or interaction residues. This allows existing DDIs to be described concisely at the Pfam family level using pairs of DBFSs, and it allows homology docking templates to be proposed by generating candidate model interfaces from the known binding sites within Pfam families. Furthermore, the 2013 version of Kbdock allows the user to search for DDIs across other structurally similar Pfam families using results from our 'Kpax' protein structure alignment algorithm (19) . This allows more distantly related DDIs to be retrieved, which might have little or no sequence similarity to the query domains. Thus, Kbdock can propose structure-based homology docking templates, which might be difficult to find using only sequence-based similarity searches. We describe here an example of such a structural modelling scenario for the case of a TIM barrel bienzyme complex.
The Kbdock has an easy-to-use web interface, and all queries may be expressed using Pfam IDs or by providing the PDB codes or amino acid sequences of the domains of interest. The user may also provide a pair of query domains that are presumed to interact to search for similar DDIs or to define structural templates for docking. The results of queries against the database may be visualized in a common coordinate frame using the Jmol plug-in, and relationships between DDIs may be navigated visually using a Cytoscape plugin (20) . The user may download the coordinate files of the superposed DDIs and a multiple sequence alignment in which the interaction residues are annotated. Thus, Kbdock provides a powerful and user-friendly interface to explore and visualize known DDIs and DPIs and to find knowledge-based templates with which to model unsolved protein complexes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Defining Pfam domain family binding sites
The Kbdock database is populated using a series of inhouse scripts that (i) extract the protein chains for a PDB file, (ii) feed the chain sequences to PfamScan (21) to identify annotated Pfam domain and peptide families, (iii) cut each chain into separate domains and peptides, (iv) count the number of atomic contacts between each pair of domains or a domain and a peptide, (v) filter out identical copies of the same interaction using a sequencebased within-PDB filter and (vi) calculate the interface surface area of all domain-domain contacts using DSSP (22) . We use the same criteria as Stein et al. (12) to define a DDI or a DPI (i.e. essentially 5 or more contacts are required for a physical interaction).
We then classify each DDI as 'intra' or 'inter' and 'homo' or 'hetero' according to whether the interaction is within one chain or across two chains, and whether the interaction involves the same or different chains, respectively. If an inter-chain hetero DDI has multiple crystal contacts, we assume that the biological interface is the one with the largest interface area (23, 24) . We retain all distinct inter-chain homo interactions because in this case it can be less clear how to identify a biologically relevant interaction (15) . Next, we annotate every interface residue as 'core' or 'rim' depending on their solvent accessibility (25) .
For every Pfam domain having structures found by the aforementioned protocol, the domain sequences are aligned using HMMER (26) . This multiple sequence alignment is used to place all of the domains and their DDI partners in a common coordinate frame using the ProFit program (http://bioinf.org.uk). For each superposed DDI, a binding site 'centre residue' is calculated by selecting the core and rim residues that contact the partner domain and by selecting the C a atom that is nearest to a weighted average of the core (75%) and rim (25%) C a coordinates. We then calculate a 'binding site direction vector' that points from the domain's centre of mass to the centre residue's C a atom. Within each Pfam family, the angular distance between pairs of binding site vectors is then clustered using agglomerative hierarchical clustering with a threshold of 24 to define DFBSs. Finally, for each DFBS, we select a representative list of distinct Pfam partners to define a set of domain family interactions (DFIs). The same processing steps are used to identify and cluster DPIs.
It is worth emphasizing that the aforementioned algorithm defines and clusters binding sites, not interfaces. A binding site is defined by a patch of surface residues, and a DFBS is defined by a cluster of one or more surface patches located in approximately the same surface region of a group of superposed Pfam domains. The partner domains play no role in defining a binding site except to select the residues to be considered on the domain of interest. The use of a binding site direction vector allows us to avoid the difficult problem of how to compare in some more precise way the similarity of two binding site patches that might be made up of different types and arrangements of surface residues.
Although there is currently no accepted standard for how, precisely, to define a binding site or how to distinguish interfaces that share a certain number of residues or residue contacts, we find that, in practice, our approach works well to distinguish different binding sites from one another. However, because it deliberately does not take into account the specific residue contacts within individual interfaces, it can sometimes place into the same cluster binding sites that have similar direction vectors but that have only a few residues in common. We are considering whether it would be beneficial to distinguish such cases in a future version. In any case, it should be borne in mind that our definition of a DFBS derives from a simple spatial heuristic with a somewhat arbitrary angular threshold.
Defining Pfam structural neighbours
Although Pfam collects related families into some 515 'clans' (27) , currently only 4563 of 14 831 Pfam families belong to a clan, with the rest being unassigned. Thus, we cannot depend on Pfam clan annotations to provide structural neighbours for every family of interest. To circumvent this limitation, we have calculated and stored structural Pfam neighbours for every Pfam family using our Kpax structure alignment algorithm (19) . In Kpax, the similarity between two protein chains is calculated as a sum of Gaussian overlaps between pairs of aligned C a atoms. This score is then normalized using the geometric mean of the chain lengths. In our experience, a normalized Kpax score of 0.3 often denotes a significant alignment and superposition. To build a neighbour list, we first used Kpax to calculate a 'centre' structure for the domains within each Pfam family, and we then used Kpax again to calculate an all-versus-all similarity matrix between the centre structures. Sorting the rows of this matrix by Kpax similarity score then gives a ranked list of Pfam family neighbours for each Pfam family, from which the top 1000 family neighbours for each Pfam are stored in the Kbdock database. Thus, when searching for DDIs that involve a given query domain, or when navigating related interactions, the 2013 version of Kbdock can rapidly retrieve similar DDIs using its pre-calculated neighbour lists.
We recently compared the performance of Kpax with the widely used TM-align (28) protein structure alignment program, and with the fast Yakusa (29) structure aligner and database search program. When searching the CATH database (version 3.4, 11 330 domains at the 35% sequence identity level) using 213 different CATH domains as queries, we found that Kpax was faster and considerably more accurate than Yakusa, and that it gave almost the same high level of recall and precision as TMalign (Kpax gave an aggregate area under the curve of 0.966 compared with 0.976 for TM-align), while being over 100 times faster (19) . Thus, we are confident that searching our Pfam structural neighbour lists provides a fast and reliable way to retrieve structural homologues of a given query domain.
Finding DDI homology templates
Given two query domain structures, Kbdock searches for DDIs involving the same Pfam families as the query domains. We call any DDIs that satisfy this search 'fullhomology' (FH) templates. However, although we find that many Pfam domains have just one DFBS, some have multiple DFBSs. Therefore, if several different FH DDIs match the query domains, Kbdock outputs a proposed docking model for each distinct pair of binding sites.
On the other hand, if no FH templates are found, Kbdock searches for and outputs DDIs containing the individual query domains because these can still provide useful information for a docking calculation (30) . We call such DDIs 'semi-homology' (SH) templates. In these cases, the query domain is superposed onto each template in turn to propose a binding site on the query domain. If several SH templates are found for a given query domain, Kbdock ranks them in order of sequence similarity to the query. Sequence similarity is calculated using either the Pfam consensus alignment or the Kpax structural alignment, as appropriate, and by summing the number of aligned residues belonging to the same chemical group (i.e. polar: S, T, N, Q, C, Y; acidicpolar: D, E; basic-polar: K, R, H; non-polar: G, A, V, L, I, P, M, F, W). When viewing templates generated from structural neighbours, the Kbdock results page includes details of the number of structurally aligned residues and the corresponding RMSD. If desired, the user may launch a protein docking run using the Hex server (31), with the retrieved templates being passed directly from the Kbdock results page.
Finding DDI templates using Pfam structural neighbours
When no FH templates exist for a given pair of query structures, or when only SH binding sites are found, the user might still wish to consider more remote homologous interactions that could exist between members of other Pfam families. Therefore, the Kbdock interface may be used to search for DDIs between structurally similar Pfam domains using the pre-calculated Pfam neighbour lists. However, because the retrieved neighbour family DDIs often require close visual inspection by the user, and because multiple such interactions might need to be considered, Kbdock does not provide a direct link to the Hex server for these cases.
Kbdock database implementation and web interface
A full description of the relational data model and schema diagram is provided under the Kbdock home page. The physical database is implemented using the MySQL database engine (http://www.mysql.com). Operations such as parsing and processing the data are implemented in the C and Prolog programming languages. Binding site direction vectors are clustered using R scripts (http:// www.r-project.org/). The public Kbdock website and database files are available at http://kbdock.loria.fr/.
The Kbdock web interface is written mainly in the PHP scripting language (http://php.net). Some queries are processed using Prolog and Linux shell scripts. The Jmol plug-in is used for 3D visualization (http://www.jmol. org), whereas the Cytoscape plugin (http://cytoscapeweb. cytoscape.org) may be used to navigate the DDIs involving a given domain of interest. The web interface has been tested using several popular browsers for the Windows, Linux and Mac OS X operating systems. Scripts for creating high-resolution graphics locally using VMD (32) are available for download. Table 1 summarizes the total numbers of non-redundant DDIs and DPIs stored in Kbdock. As noted in Methods, Kbdock retains only one 'biological' interaction for each pair of inter-chain hetero DFBSs, whereas it stores all distinct pairs of DBFSs for inter-chain homo interactions. This contributes to the relatively large number of stored inter-chain homo DDIs. It is also worth noting that Kbdock follows the Pfam convention of distinguishing between 'annotated' and 'unannotated' DPIs. The final three columns of Table 1 show that, after spatial clustering 
RESULTS
Kbdock database content
Analysing DDIs and DPIs by Pfam family
To analyse the binding sites of a given Pfam family, the user may use the Kbdock 'Search' page to enter a Pfam identifier (e.g. Kunitz_legume), a Pfam accession number (e.g. PF00197), a keyword (e.g. inhibitor), an amino acid sequence or a PDB file of a protein structure. If a sequence or a structure is entered, the PfamScan utility is used to determine the Pfam accession number. Otherwise, the accession number is found directly from the Kbdock database. Kbdock then retrieves a non-redundant list of DDIs involving the query domain, grouped by their binding site. Figure 1 shows the hetero interactions found when Kbdock is queried using the Kunitz_legume protease inhibitor domain (PF00197). The Jmol plugin shows the retrieved DDIs in the coordinate frame of the query domain. The query domain is shown in grey and interacting residues are shown as wire sticks. The user may choose to view the DDIs together or individually. An annotated Pfam consensus alignment of the retrieved domains is also provided, in which each sequence is colour-coded according to the core, rim and centre residue assignments. Links to download the multiple sequence alignment and the superposed PDB files as a single compressed file are also available. In a similar way, the user may analyse DPIs involving a given domain family. For example, Figure 2 shows examples of the DPIs belonging to three selected domain families. This figure was generated using VMD for clarity, whereas all graphics on the Kbdock web pages are drawn using Jmol for better portability. However, VMD scripts are provided, which can render each Jmol scene locally in high resolution.
Retrieving docking templates
To find docking templates, the user enters two PDB codes or uploads two PDB files and he then specifies which pair of Pfam domains in those structures should be used as queries. If Kbdock finds one or more FH DDI templates for the query domains, it shows the superposed query and FH template(s) using Jmol along with colour-coded sequence alignments of the query and template domains showing the core, rim and centre binding site residues (similar to Figure 1 ). As before, the user may download the query and template structures in the superposed orientations. If no FH DDIs exist in the database, Kbdock will output a non-redundant list of SH templates with annotated sequence alignments along with a Jmol view of the superpositions.
It is also possible to use Pfam structural neighbours to find FH templates. To give a particular example, let us suppose we wish to model the complex between a glutamine-dependent amido transferase (GATase) and the cyclase domain of an imidazole glycerol phosphate (ImGP) synthase. The delivery of an amino group by the GATase to the cyclase site at the N-terminal region of the TIM barrel synthase is one of the steps in histidine biosynthesis (33) .
The structure of a GATase/ImGP cyclase complex and the structures of the unbound domains have already been solved for the bacterial thermophile Thermatoga maritima (34). Hence, modelling this complex from the unbound domains should be trivially easy for any homology modelling protocol. Part A of Figure 3 shows VMD views of the FH template (PDB code 1GPW) that was retrieved when querying Kbdock using the GATase (PDB code 1K9V) and an ImGP synthase structure (PDB code 1THF) that belong to the GATase (PF00117) and His_biosynth (PF00977) Pfam families, respectively. This shows the good structural overlay of the query and template domains, as expected.
Histidine biosynthesis is just one of the many enzymatic functions carried out by members of the TIM barrel family (35) . However, finding more distant TIM barrel homologues can be challenging because their sequence similarities are often below the detectable level (35) . To illustrate such a scenario, let us suppose that the 1GPW structure had not been solved. Part B of Figure 3 shows the template found when using the Kbdock structural neighbour list to find more remote DDI homologues. In this case, Kbdock considered the DDIs involving four neighbour Pfams of PF00117 and 16 neighbours of PF00977, and it found an interaction between the SNO (PF01174) and SOR_SNZ (PF01680) domains [a PLP synthase complex from Bacillus subtilis (36) ] as the first instance of a candidate template (PDB code 2NV2) involving the two neighbour domains together. These domains have only 16.3 and 13.8% sequence identity with the query domains, respectively, and the PLP synthase structure carries some additional a-helices compared with the ImGP synthase.
It is worth noting that both GATase and SNO belong to Pfam clan Glutaminase_I (CL0014), and that the His_biosynth and SOR_SNZ cyclase domains both belong to the TIM_barrel clan (CL0036), although these relationships were not used explicitly. Figure 3 shows that the retrieved domains still have the same folds and interfaces as the query domains (Kpax structurally aligned 167 and 152 residues with RMSDs of 2.7 and 2.3Å between the cyclase and GATase domains, respectively), although one of the cyclase domains is slightly translated and is rotated by 180 about the intermolecular axis with respect to its homologue.
Nevertheless, because the cyclase has the same orientation with respect to the GATase in both of these structures, the proposed neighbour template is consistent with the ammonia tunnelling model that has been proposed for the delivery of the amino moiety from GATase through the TIM barrel to the cyclase catalytic site (34) . These observations confirm that our Pfam neighbour lists can help to find remote homologues. However, a template modelling protocol based on residue contacts would probably fail with this example because Figure 3 shows that it would be necessary to run a docking refinement calculation to correct the rotational and translational mismatch.
DISCUSSION
In recent years, many protein structure interaction databases have been described (37) . For example, SCOPPI (9) classifies DDIs using geometric overlap and face angle scores of residue contact vectors (38) . For a given SCOP family, SCOPPI outputs all PDB complexes involving the query. DDIs are grouped according to their partner domain. For each group, multiple sequence alignments annotated with the interacting residues are provided for both the query and partner family. SCOPPI also outputs its calculated interface type, area and volume, and the web interface provides a screen-shot of each interface and to give a view of the interface (now with the N to C direction of the TIM barrel going into the page). As can be seen, the 2NV2 structure also has a TIM barrel catalytic domain, although it is rotated by 180 with respect to its homologue in the 1GPW structure. In other words, rotating the ImGP synthase and the SOR_SNZ domains by 180 about the intermolecular axis would bring them into close register with the FH template. external links to related publications. SCOWLP (10) is also a SCOP-based classification of protein domain and peptide interactions. For each SCOP family, SCOWLP performs pairwise structural alignments to identify common interacting residues with which to define and cluster 'binding regions' using a sequence-based similarity score. The user may browse the SCOP hierarchy to view interactions or to search for interactions involving a given SCOP family.
3DID (12) classifies DDIs and DPIs using hierarchical complete linkage clustering of groups of interface residues or 'interface profiles'. The first version of Kbdock was built from 3DID, although this dependency has since been removed. For a given Pfam family, 3DID outputs a list of its partner domains grouped by interface profile. ProtCID (15) also uses Pfam to assign a 'chain architecture', i.e. a list of Pfam identifiers, to each protein sequence in each PDB entry, and it clusters similar chain-chain interfaces using a distance-based pairwise amino acid similarity score. The ProtCID web interface supports queries by PDB ID or by pairs of protein sequences or Pfam identifiers, and it lists the PDB IDs of structures with matching chain architectures.
IBIS (14) stores experimentally determined and inferred physical interactions between proteins, peptides, DNA and RNA and other small molecules. IBIS defines DDIs using its manually curated 'CDD' domain definition and it classifies them using hierarchical complete linkage clustering of groups of interface residues. For a given query protein, IBIS outputs a list of its interaction partner proteins. The interactions are listed as DDIs, which are grouped by their partner domain and binding site. The identities of binding site residues on the query protein are also shown. GWIDD (13) is a database of experimentally solved and predicted 3D structures of protein-protein complexes built from the PDB and the BIND (39) and DIP (40) databases. If GWIDD does not have a 3D structure for a given query, it builds a 3D model using Nest (41) to calculate structure-based superpositions. Interactome3D (18) predicts 3D structures of PPIs using the MODELLER (42) comparative modelling program. For a given UniProt query code, Interactome3D displays a PPI network in which each node leads to a page describing the protein, and each edge leads to a page describing the interaction. With a similar goal, PrePPI (17) aims to predict large-scale interaction networks between pairs of UniProt sequences using homology modelling followed by structural alignment searches against the PDB, and using evolutionary, functional and expression information to calculate Bayesian confidence scores.
Although all of these resources are useful and many of them provide lists of interaction residues and other derived quantities, most of them cannot be used to provide docking templates directly because they cannot be queried with two sequences or structures simultaneously. For example, only GWIDD, ProtCID, Interactome3D and PrePPI can process more than one sequence or structure at a time. Of these, Kbdock is somewhat similar to GWIDD and ProtCID. GWIDD can often produce a 3D model of a protein when it can find a pairwise template with sufficient overall sequence similarity to the two queries. However, because GWIDD integrates PPIs from several sources, it contains a large number of modelled interactions, whereas Kbdock stores only experimentally solved structures. ProtCID also stores only experimentally solved structures and it can find PDB chains that match the chain architecture of the query structure(s). However, ProtCID operates only at the chain level, whereas Kbdock works at the domain level. Furthermore, neither GWIDD nor ProtCID allows the binding sites and common domain-level interactions of a given query to be visualized online.
More importantly, none of the aforementioned approaches explicitly attempt to classify or re-use the spatial arrangements between known protein binding partners. One of the early design aims for Kbdock was to help find candidate templates for protein docking, where the spatial orientations of pairs of interacting domains are of primary importance. Consequently, Kbdock has a rather unique DDI classification and template modelling pipeline: (i) it uses the Pfam consensus sequence to place all of the complexes involving a given Pfam domain family into a common coordinate frame; (ii) it uses the notion of 'core' and 'rim' interface residues to group the complexes by the spatial position of their binding site; (iii) it finds automatically the best DDI template with which to homologymodel a complex of two given structures; (iv) if more than one interface is found, it proposes a model for each; (v) if no suitable FH template exists, it can still propose candidate SH binding sites for one or both interaction partners; and (vi) it uses lists of Pfam structural neighbours to propose candidate docking templates even when there is little or no sequence similarity with the query domains. Additionally, thanks to the Jmol plug-in, the Kbdock web server provides a convenient way to view and compare Pfam binding sites and calculated docking templates.
CONCLUSIONS
Kbdock provides a useful resource with a unique processing pipeline for analysing the 3D structures of DDIs within and between Pfam domain families and for finding knowledge-based docking templates to help predict the structures of unknown protein complexes. It also allows structural similarities between Pfam families to be exploited to find candidate docking templates even when no direct Pfam homologues exist. The 2013 version of Kbdock supports analyses of all available hetero and homo domain interactions and binding sites from the PDB, as well as domain-peptide interactions and binding sites. Online visualization is provided by the Jmol and Cytoscape plugins. All data and results are available for download in several formats, as well as VMD scripts for high-quality local visualization. 
